
                                            

 December 17, 2021 

 

  

 

 
 

 

Village at Kelly Drive - Anna Boogher - Personal Care, Rm 116 

Country Meadows (Pine Grove Rd) - Violet Chronister - Apt. 2211  

Cross Keys Village - TBHC, Personal Care - Ruth Schmidt 

            

At Home - David Young, Lisa Striebig, Suzanne Gray, Joann Klinedinst, Doris Plymire, Terry Yeager 

Bill & Betty Lynne Bernhardt, Stoolmaker Family, Rebecca McCracken, Jan Vuono, Helen Stoner 

 

ADDITIONAL PERSONS NEEDING PRAYER: 

 

Tammy Stehr - Recent knee surgery. Prayers for recovery and comfort. 

 

Nancy Gipe - Recently hospitalized for an illness. Prayers for recovery. 

 

Amie Dietrich - Recovery from foot surgery as well as tests for a tumor near her pelvis discovered  

this week. Prayers requested.  

 

Terry Wueschinski - Prayers requested for comfort and healing from hip surgery.  

 

Scott Bowman (husband of Karen Bowman) - Diagnosed with colon cancer. Prayers for recovery  

from surgery and good results. 

 

Roger Healey (From Peg Eck) - Roger, who lives in Virginia, has stage 4 cancer in his lungs, throat,  

and mouth. Prayers are requested for comfort and treatment. 

 

Ann Corbin (From Peg Eck) - Ann is struggling with several medical issues. Prayers are requested  

for her comfort and healing. 

 

Doug (Friend of Jay Crist) - Doug was released from the hospital yesterday and is now at Misacordia  

for rehab. He is exhausted and very emotional from all that he has been through. This is great progress  

for the condition that he was originally in. His wife and daughter are feeling better from their bout with  

minor Covid.  

 

Jan (Friend of Jay Crist) - Jan fell a week or so ago, broke her shoulder, her sternum injured her knee.  

She has not been hospitalized but is suffering lots of pain from the injuries. Pray for comfort and healing.  

 

FRIENDS TO REMEMBER IN PRAYER 

[Bold type indicates a change from last week] 

***If the prayer has been answered, please let 

the office know so we can keep our list up to date 
 

 

 

 SHUT - INS 


